CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL

WEAPONS CLEANING OIL – NL30008W
In the process of using and testing Nano
Lube’s Weapon Oil I was fortunate
enough to work with some of the best
tactical groups in the world. During our
training in the area of Tactical Entry,
Tactical Handgun, Carbine rifles and
shotguns we used the Weapon Oil and
found that it was extremely effective in
not only lubricating the weapon but also
in preserving the weapons integrity in
harsh conditions.
Below is a partial list of groups that we
trained:
LAPD (Los Angeles Police Department)
LASO (Los Angeles Sheriff’s Office)
FBI (Federal Bureau of Investigation)
Secret Service
French GIGN (National Gendarmerie
Intervention Group)
German SEK (Spezialeinsatzkommando)
British SAS (Special Air Service)
Seal Team 1
Seal Team 3
DEA (Drug Enforcement Administration)
Along with many other groups.
During the training we would use the
lubricant on our weapons and all training
weapons. We found that we had clean
functioning weapons whether we were in
a sand environment, indoor range, snow,
rain it really did not even show any sign
of breakdown or malfunction.
The training has all been documented
through the Surefire Institute and has
now been scaled back to much smaller
scope of work domestically that I am no
longer involved with.
– Randy Lack
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One interesting story that was, in my opinion, the best
testimony to the effectiveness of the Weapon Oil was
when we worked with a group of Marine Core Snipers and
shooters on Range 139 at Camp Pendleton. The Range
Master was a scout sniper and was working on some
training with us. He asked if he could have some of the
Weapon Oil to test on a group of frozen or malfunctioning
Rifles (M-16). We took the Weapon Oil and applied it to
about 40 weapons that were literally locked in a locker
and had not been used in a while. We left the weapons
and went out on the range to train. That next morning
we pulled a few of the weapons out and worked the
actions. We then took them out on the range where the
Range Master tested them. To all of our surprise the
weapons started working. I did not get an exact count of
how many started working with only the lubricant applied
and no other treatment or manipulation by the Range
Master, but it was close to 75% or around 30 weapons.
It showed me that the current issue lubricant for the
Marine Corp was breaking down and not really effective.
I also attended the following shows:
Milipol in France
Trespo East and West, Both are Tactical Shows.
History of the MILIPOL Exhibition: From 1970 to 2011,
international economies and security have been evolving
very rapidly. The creation of Milipol replied to a growing
demand for information and matchmaking in the field of
internal security, before developing into the areas of civil
defense and major risks.
The context
At the end of the 70s, various French manufacturers
supplying police equipment were worried that they had
limited commercial contacts at an international level.
Contrary to the Aeronautics and Defense sectors,
the Interior Security sector did not have a promotion and
communications platform that matched its importance in
France. As a result, the idea of organizing a specific
international exhibition took hold. EXPOL (Exposition
Police), the first private initiative, showed the way.
In 1984, the International Milipol Committee came into
existence as an association whose goal was the
promotion of security technology and equipment.
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That same year, the first international Milipol Show was
organized in Paris as the principal information and publicrelations tool, open widely to professionals in the field of
security, including manufacturers, end-users, buyers and
exhibitors of all nationalities. The quasi-confidential field
of police, civil and military security equipment, virtually
unknown to the general public until that time, was thus
brought to light.
From state security to civil protection
While the subsiding cold war still held center stage,
security services were already at work in the wings,
fighting against such growing menaces as criminality,
drugs, organized crime, terrorism, industrial and economic
espionage. They expressed their latest requirements and
needs for equipment, while investigating all the
technologies available.
The Milipol Show evolved within this climate of
expectation and demand. It broadened out to include the
field of security which encompasses private and public
communities, that of industry and business, the protection
of populations, and internal State security.
Held annually during the 80s, the Milipol Paris Show found
its current rythm as of 1991, the year in which the
biennial scheduling was adopted.
In 1995, it acquired new dimensions of considerable
importance.
As it was now held under the patronage of the French
Ministry of the Interior, the Milipol Paris Show became an
official event, along the same lines as the international
Euros Tory exhibitions for land armament, Euro naval for
naval equipment and the Paris-Le Bourget AeronauticsAerospace Exibition.
An International fair dedicated to the major risks
Today, the international Milipol Trade Show is recognized
for as a result of its professionalism and the quality of its
exhibitors and visitors attending from around the world,
all from the various security sectors.
In 2009, Milipol created an area dedicated to Major
Risk to provide comprehensive
solutions
and
specific natural disasters, health, industrial and terrorist
risks.
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